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.e equivalent model of offshore DC power collection network for the harmonic susceptibility study is proposed based on the
discrete time-domain modelling technique and frequency scan approach in the frequency domain..e proposedmethodology for
modelling a power converter and a DC collection system in the frequency domain can satisfy harmonic studies of any con-
figuration of wind farm network and thereby find suitable design of power components and array network. .e methodology is
intended to allow studies on any configuration of the wind power collection, regardless of choice of converter topology, array cable
configuration, and control design. To facilitate harmonic susceptibility study, modelling DC collection network includes creating
the harmonic model of the DC turbine converter and modelling the array network. .e current harmonics within the DC
collection network are obtained in the frequency domain to identify the resonance frequency of the array network and potential
voltage amplification issues, where the harmonic model of the turbine converter is verified by the comparison of the converter
switching model in the PLECS™ circuit simulation tool and laboratory test bench, and show a good agreement.
1. Introduction
Offshore wind power is becoming an important energy
resource in Europe. However, electrical power losses are
always a concern in the operation of wind farm with long-
range power transmission. To reduce losses, researchers look
to replace AC with DC in the entire path from the wind
turbine, through power collection and transmission to shore.
Medium-voltage DC (MVDC) collection of wind power is
an attractive solution to reduce overall losses and installation
cost [1, 2]. .e article [2] addresses cost-efficient solution to
form the multiterminals of DC grid with the diode rectifier
unit (DRU). However, the solution of DRU can produce a
considerable harmonic current within the array network if
the 6-pulse DRU topology is used.
Figure 1 illustrates a DC collection network of radial type
of offshore wind farm with the HVDC transmission. .is
general configuration in Figure 1 supports any choice of
MVDC collector voltage level as well as converter topology
and the number of wind power plant (WPP) clusters. For
example, the turbine and offshore substation can employ any
DC/DC converter topology with multiple degrees of free-
dom: uni- vs bidirectional power flow; modular (parallel/
series connection) vs monolithic; topology (single active
bridge, dual active bridge, and more [3–5]). Figures 1 and 2
illustrate the details of wind farm configuration including
wind turbine DC/DC converters, offshore substation con-
verters, and onshore substation converters. .e offshore
wind farm is designed to generated and deliver 700MW
power from offshore to onshore [1].
.e series resonant converter (SRC#) is selected as the
turbine DC/DC converter based on the converter efficiency,
high-voltage transfer ratio, scale of converter, and galvanic
isolation property. Considering the existing converter to-
pology and its power rating in high-power applications, the
modular multilevel converter (MMC) with the galvanic
isolation and unidirectional power flow control is selected to
serve as the offshore substation converter to deliver the
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Figure 1: General configuration of the wind power plant with MVDC power collection.
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Figure 2: Single line diagram of example 700MW offshore DC wind farm [1].
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offshore wind power to the onshore grid via the HVDC
transmission line. .e onshore substation captures the
power from the offshore wind farm by the onshore MMC
with a grid-connected 50/60Hz transformer. .e onshore
substation is designed to match with onshore AC grid
voltage (utility) and deliver the offshore power to the on-
shore AC transmission network and alleviate the influence
from the grid fault.
In this study, a series resonant converter topology
(named SRC#) shown in Figure 3 is selected as the candidate
for DC power conversion via ±50 kVDC MVDC array net-
work. With the series resonant converter, the DC turbine
converter can take advantages of high efficiency, high-
voltage transformation ratio, and galvanic fault isolation
for different ratings of turbine generator [6–9]. A series
resonant converter SRC# with the resonant tank on the
secondary side and governed by the phase shift and a
frequency-depended power flow control technique is here
considered [10, 11].
To synthesize the DC-connected wind turbine converter
and the MVDC gird, the wind turbine converter has to meet
the following requirements:
(1) Control of the LVDC bus
(2) High-voltage transformation from the LVDC to
MVDC
(3) Galvanic isolation
(4) Roust and compact design
Large amount of possible topology of converter topo-
logies for a DC turbine is investigated. However, all of
existing converter designs are immature technology, thus
selecting an optimal topology is not a straightforward so-
lution for converter design [12]. .e turbine converter is
designed to deliver the captured wind energy produced by
the generator to the MVDC gird and then control the LVDC
bus. Regarding power rating, number of components, and
the possible solution of the turbine converter topologies in
the early DC wind farm design, the hard-switched full-
bridge power converter is selected as preferred topology
[4, 13–17]..erefore, the proposed series resonant converter
# (SRC#) combined with the medium-frequency trans-
former (MF transformer) which serves as the DC turbine
converter is selected to boot the low-voltage DC (LVDC) to
high-voltage DC (MVDC-side of SRC#) with a high-voltage
transferring ratio and provides a galvanic isolation to make
sure that the line is immune from line faults [4, 18, 19].
.e concept of SRC is widely used in the traction
applications, which is usually operated at constant fre-
quency and subresonant mode to archive a roust and
compact design target in high-voltage specifications [20–
24]. One of famous modulation techniques (or topologies)
is the half-cycle discontinuous-conduction-mode series
resonant converter (HC-DCM-SRC). Under the traction
applications, the DC/DC converter is tied between two DC
voltages with a fixed voltage transfer ratio and the open-
loop control. Relying on the pulse removal technique, the
bulky transformer in the classic SRC can be voided in the
proposed SRC#, and thus the compact convert design can
be archived [25]. More details of operation principle of
SRC# is addressed Section 2.
To archive the study of harmonic susceptibility in off-
shore wind farm with the selected turbine converter, the
analysis of array network in wind farm includes modelling the
selected turbine converter (SRC#), array cable, and substation
converter, where the substation converter in this study is
considered as an ideal voltage source to produce DC com-
ponent of MVDC and harmonic components. .e objective
of the study is to investigate how the harmonic affects the
turbine converter and array networks. In the power collection
system, the wind turbines and substation are connected to-
gether by medium-voltage DC cables. However, there are no
standards or guidelines for such DC array network design,
and thus some studies are still made by simply selecting
commercially available medium-voltage AC submarine cables
without giving any additional consideration in the cable’s
properties such as insulation [26].
Modelling of the array cables is an essential task for
evaluating results of cable sizing by computer simulation.
.e complexity of modelling is dependent on the phe-
nomenon, which will be conducted in the study case. For
example, the travelling waves (voltage and current) with a
finite propagation speed cause reflections..is phenomenon
has to be represented on the cable model when study cases
are intended to conduct the overvoltage or switching tran-
sient issues. Typically, three types of cable models, Pi Model,
Bergeron model, and frequency-dependent models, which
are available in the electromagnetic transient simulation
program PSCAD™ (EMTDC) for studying AC and DC
power collection systems are used [27–30]. To adequately
represent the cable parameters for the harmonic suscepti-
bility studies over different frequency ranges, the frequency-
dependent array cable models are generated from geometric
cable data based on the method [31] and recommendations
proposed by the articles [32] and verified by the generated
cable model in PSCAD™.
Although these DC alternatives promise lower electrical
losses and lower bill-of-material, it is still an immature
technology. As the many existing AC wind power plants, the
harmonic pollution is an important issue since wind power
collection systems serve by large amount of turbine con-
verters [33–36]. Depending on the configuration of the wind
power plant, every power collection system has its own
inherent resonance behavior. .e network, which is rich in
the harmonic current, can increase the power losses and the
stress of power components and cause unpredicted equip-
ment trip. .e resonance behavior inside the collection
network is affected by properties of the array cable, filter
designs, converter topologies, and PWM schemes. .ere-
fore, the objective of this paper is to develop a methodology
to identify potential harmonic resonant problems in the DC
collection network. For example, the phenomenon of har-
monic amplification relates to grid contingencies, variation
of load flow, cable length, and uncertainties of network
[33, 37]. .e article [38] focuses on the stability issues of
DC grid related to the travel waves on the transmission
line and harmonic content of converters. .e paper iden-
tifies the travelling wave in the long submarine array cable
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and resonant problem between the cable length and the
switching action of the substation converter. According to
the practical cases, the DC wind farm topologies for the case
study mainly focus on the offshore wind farm with a short
DC power transmission path.
Reviewing the common techniques for wind farm
analysis, the frequency scan techniques are usually used for
identifying harmonic voltage distortion of specific har-
monic component in wind farms [34, 39, 40]. In this case,
the wind turbines are represented for a specific frequency
with an admittance equivalent circuit. .e array cable
model is selected according to the cable length and in-
teresting frequency ranges of harmonic analysis. To ade-
quately represent the cable parameters in the study, both
equivalent PI section and frequency-dependent phase
model are generally used to consider the frequency de-
pendence of the cable parameters [28, 31, 41]. Additionally,
the wind farm configuration could be changed via the
operation of disconnectors or circuit breakers due to
maintenance or forced outages of fault. .erefore, the
harmonic study of wind farm must include all agreed
switching configuration [39].
2. Review of Operation Principle of Series
Resonant Converter #
.e circuit topology of series resonant converter # (SRC#)
with the medium-frequency transformer is depicted in
Figure 3, and the topology comprises a full-bridge inverter, a
medium-frequency transformer, resonant LC tank, and
medium-voltage output diode rectifier. .e switch pairs T1
(leading leg) and T2 and T3 (lagging leg) and T4 operate at a
50% duty cycle as in Figure 4(e). Commutation of switches
on the leading leg (T1, and T2) is shifted by an angle of δ,
which is respect to the conduction of the switches on the
lagging leg (T3, and T4)..e duration of phase shift equals to
half cycle of the LrCr tank resonant period, resulting in a
quasisquare excitation voltage as seen in Figure 4(a), and
then, the voltage passes through the medium-frequency
transformer and excites LrCr resonant tank where the res-
onant tank current ir is given in Figure 4(b). Via the diode
rectifier and the output filter, the current (or power) is
delivered to the medium-voltage network, VMVDC. Up to
this point, there is no difference in the operation compared
to a constant frequency and phase-shift control of classical
SRC, which is usually operated in the super resonant mode,
to achieve ZVS at turn on.
Considering the switching losses with IGTB applica-
tions, the subresonant mode is preferred in SRC# which
allows ZCS or a low current at turnoff (Figure 5(a)); re-
gardless of switching frequency, a full-resonant current
pulse is delivered to the load [12]. .e control law of SRC# is
also allowed ZVS at turnon and ZCS at turnoff for the diode
rectifier, as shown in Figure 5(b). It should be noted that the
output power has a positive relation with the switching
frequency, which means that the output power depends how
much energy (current pulse) transfers to the output stage.
SRC# operated in a low frequency means lower output
power, while high-frequency operation will deliver a higher
output power.
3. LinearizedModel andClosed-LoopControl of
Series Resonant Converter
.e objective of the study is to understand the harmonics
distribution of offshore DC wind farm and how the DC
wind turbines are affected by harmonics from the MVDC
gird. Figure 6 summarizes the derivation of the plant
model of the DC wind turbine based on the discrete time-
domain modelling approach (Steps 1–8) [42], the transfer
function of the output LC filter (Step 9), and SRC#’s
control design (Steps 10–12). .e details of the derivation
(or equations) are address in Appendices A, B, and C
which can help reader to reach the harmonic model of the
DC wind turbine and then conduct harmonic suscepti-
bility study of the DC wind farm. .e following discussion
including the flow chart only shows most important
conclusions (or equations) of the derivation due to the
limitation of page length.
.e ideal of the harmonic model of the DC wind
turbine converter is developed based on the harmonic
model of the AC wind turbine and linearized model of the
series resonant converter (SRC#) with discrete time-
domain modelling approach [42, 43]. A linearized state-
space model of SRC# in subresonant mode is reported in (1)
and in (A.37) in Appendix:
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Figure 3: Circuit topology of the DC wind turbine converter (SRC#).
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(1)
where 􏽥x1 � 􏽥Ir and 􏽥x2 � 􏽥vcr.
It is enough to recall here that the duty cycle is fixed to
50%, and one event is defined as a whole time interval in
which the IGBT T1 is pulsed or not, lasting half of the
switching period [10]. .e state variables are meaningful of
the tank current and resonant capacitor voltage at the be-
ginning of one event, while the rectified output current is
averaged over one event. .e average output current is
regulated by the proper action of the switching frequency.
Transfer functions between converter output current and
input variables are
􏽥Io,Rec(s) � g1(s) g2(s) g3(s)􏼂 􏼃
􏽥fs
􏽥Vg
􏽥Vo
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (2)
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Figure 4: Operation waveform of SRC#: (a) inverter output voltage Vg; (b) resonant tank current ir; (c) rectifier output current io,Rec and
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.e transfer function between output current and input
variables (i.e., g1(s), g2(s), and g3(s)) can be obtained via
g1(s) g2(s) g3(s)􏼂 􏼃 � C(sI−A)
−1
B + D, (3)
where
g1(s) �
􏽥Io,Rec(s)
􏽥fs(s)
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏽥Vo(s),􏽥Vg(s)�0
,
g2(s) �
􏽥Io,Rec(s)
􏽥Vg(s)
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏽥fs(s),􏽥Vo(s)�0
,
g3(s) �
􏽥Io,Rec(s)
􏽥Vo(s)
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏽥fs(s),􏽥Vg(s)�0
.
(4)
.ose transfer functions describe how the averaged output
current of the converter, before the output LC filter, is
influenced by input disturbances. Regarding the voltage har-
monics in the array network (MVDC network), the transfer
function g3(s) can be used to evaluate the effect of the voltage
harmonics on the converter output current. Detailed deriva-
tion of the linearized state-space model for SRC# from (1) to
(3) and control design including the expression of elements in
[A], [B], [C], and [D] matrixes are revealed in Appendix.
.e output LC filter is designed with the natural fre-
quency of 100Hz (i.e., ff � 1/(2π
������
(LfCf )
􏽰
) ≈ 100Hz) in
order to have constant power delivered to the MVDC grid
and attenuate high frequency harmonics, around twice the
switching frequency. Based on the plant model of SRC#, the
transfer function of the compensator (or controller) gc(s) in
the control block shown in Figure 7 for a specific operating
point (OP) is set as
gc �
K
s · 1− s/ωp􏼐 􏼑􏼐 􏼑
. (5)
.e transfer function gc in (5) is designed based on
predetermined specifications, such as the ability to reach its
reference output current with least ringing, overshoot, and
fastest dynamic during perturbations in input variables. .e
compensator is composed by an integrator to minimize the
steady-state error, a pole around the resonant frequency of
the filter to lower the resonant magnitude peak influence
(ωp), and finally a gain K, necessary to set a proper crossover
frequency, which in this case needs to be lower than the
resonant frequency of the filter to avoid instability. Control
deign of SRC# is revealed in Appendix, and the parameters
of the controller are described in Section 6 that operates in
the working conditions specified in Table 1 are shown in
Table 2.
Figure 8 demonstrates the transfer function gc(s) at the
operation point (ωp � −250 rad/s, K � 50.8 dB, and Pout �
12.7MW). .e result shows that the gain margin GM is
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Figure 6: Flow chart of mathematical derivation of the converter plant model and the digital controller.
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infinite (>0 dB) and the phase marginΦM is around 78.7 deg.
at 49.8 rad/s which represents that the controller is stable.
.e design criterion has been implemented to select the
parameters for the different operation points (different
output powers of the DC wind turbine), which have enough
gainmargin and the phasemargin to deal with the parameter
uncertainty and variation.
4. Modelling of DCWind Turbine Converter for
Harmonic Susceptibility Study
To identify the harmonic model of the DC wind turbine
converter for the harmonic susceptibility study, the voltage
harmonics within the MVDC network are considered as a
perturbation on the steady-state operation point. According
to the control block diagram of the SRC# given in Figure 7,
the harmonic components (disturbance component 􏽥Iturb) on
the output current are dominated by the disturbance on the
power reference signal PREF, the disturbance in the low-
voltage DC network Vg, and the disturbance in the output
terminal voltage of diode rectifier Vturb.
Without the disturbance component in the power ref-
erence signal PREF and in the low voltage DC network Vg
(􏽥PREF � 0 and 􏽥Vg � 0), therefore, the harmonic model of
WTG (wind turbine generator) considering the output LC
filter (Lf and Cf ) can be represented by an admittance
equivalent Yeq in (6) as given in Figure 9, where the har-
monic admittance Yeq is affected by the circuit parameters of
DC wind turbine converter topology (plant model), the
control design, and the output LC filter:
Yeq �
−􏽥Iturb
􏽥Vturb
�
sCf −g3(s)
1 + s2LfCf + gc(s)g1(s)− sLfg3(s)
, (6)
where the admittance of the converter without considering
the output filter can be represented by the following
equation:
Yc �
−􏽥Io,Rec
􏽥Vo,Rec
�
−g3(s)
1 + gc(s) · g1(s)
. (7)
Equation (6) describes satisfactorily the variation of the
converter current delivered to the grid in response to grid
voltage disturbances where the transfer functions g1 and g3 in
(6) and (7) (the details of expression is in (3)) describe how the
output current 􏽥Io,Rec is influenced by the disturbances in the
control input signal 􏽥fs and the output voltage 􏽥Vo (∝ voltage
VMVDC), respectively. In practical applications, the output LC
filter contains a tiny amount of the parasitic resistances which
can alleviate the peak value of admittance magnitude Yeq at
the resonances frequency, as done in the following sections for
the study case described in Section 6.
Figure 10(a) shows the variation of admittance magni-
tude |Yeq| of the converter with/without the output LC filter.
It also represents the magnitude |Yc| of the converter
without the output LC filter to observe the filter’s influence
on the equivalent admittance of the converter. Admittance
magnitude of the converter with the output filter is high as it
approaches the natural frequency of the output LC filter (ff ≈
100Hz), while the magnitude of admittance of the converter
itself (without output filter) is low in the whole spectrum and
reaches a constant value at low frequencies. Regarding the
phase angle of the admittance equivalent, the behavior of the
converter with output filter changes from inductive, at low
frequencies, to capacitive, at the natural frequency of the
filter as shown in Figure 10(b).
5. Harmonic Susceptibility Study of DC
Collection Network
In this section, the harmonic susceptibility study of DC
collection network is revealed based on the harmonic model
of the turbine converter developed previously and compared
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Figure 7: Block diagram of the the DC wind turbine converter (SRC#) in the closed-loop control with the output filter.
Table 1: Parameters of the plant model of SRC#.
Turns ratio of transformer (N1 :N2) 1 : 25
Resonant inductor, Lr 78.1 (mH)
Resonant capacitor, Cr 0.25 (μF)
Output filter inductor, Lf 250 (mH)
Output filter capacitor, Cf 10 (μF)
Table 2: Specifications of operating point and control parameters.
Low-voltage DC, VLVDC 4.04 (kVDC)
Medium-voltage DC, VMVDC 100.0 (kVDC)
Switching frequency, fs 800 (Hz)
Rated output power, Pout 8.2 (MW)
Crossover frequency 15.91 (Hz)
Gain, K 58.6 (dB)
ωp −400 (rad/s)
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to a switchingmodel implemented in PLECS™. According to
Figure 9, a radial-type cluster of seven wind turbines of an
offshore wind power plant (OWPP) is given. It will represent
the study case for the comparison of the harmonic model
and switching model. .e parameters for the turbine con-
verter and operating point of the plant model with controller
are given in Section 6. Since different configurations of
collection network and wind turbine converter topologies
could generate different harmonic spectra, background
harmonics of the DC grid (correction/array network) from
the offshore substation DC/DC converter and DC wind
turbine generator (DC WTG) can cause undesirable reso-
nant phenomena and raise stability issues. One of the major
tasks of the harmonic susceptibility study is to identify
resonance frequencies of network and investigate potential
voltage amplification issues.
5.1. Cable Model. Array cables in the following study cases
are modelled as a pi-equivalent model with longitudinal
admittance parallel branches in order to consider the fre-
quency dependency of distributed cable parameters and
represent correctly the behavior in the frequency ranging
from 0 to 10 kHz [31, 44]. In the study, the electromagnetic
transient program PSCAD is usefully employed to extract the
longitudinal admittance and the shunt capacitance from the
geometric data of array cable [41]. .e values of resistance,
inductance, and capacitance to use at each frequency are
calculated by the software individually.
According to the cable model in PSCAD, the capacitance
is not varying within the range of interesting frequency.
Instead, as the frequency rises, the resistance keeps in-
creasing, due to the skin effect, and the inductance decreases
its value due to the eddy currents in the outer conductors.
For the considered study case, eight RL series branches are
used to approximate the longitudinal impedance.
.e PSCAD generates the admittance date (i.e., matrix
[ZPSCAD] and [YPSCAD]) from the geometrical data of the
marine cable (in frequency-dependent (phase) model) in
certain operational frequency to form “pi-equivalent cable
model” [45]. An equivalent pi-equivalent model is built
based on the cable model, which can fit the admittance date
(matrix [ZPSCAD] and [YPSCAD]) from the geometrical
data of the submarine cable (implemented in frequency-
dependent (phase) model in PSCAD) to make sure that the
adequate cable model is implemented in the array cable
network. Actually, the frequency-dependent phase model in
PSCAD is also regarded as a most numerically accurate cable
model thus far. .e formulation of models has been proved
that the bandwidths of the model can be up to 1MHz, which
can satisfy most of transient studies and harmonics studies
[41, 45].
5.2. Frequency Scan Approach. .e WPP cluster consists of
seven turbines with seven MVDC cable segments, where the
offshore substation converter is represented by an ideal
harmonic voltage source. According to the frequency scan
approach for network analysis addressed in Figure 11, the
harmonic voltage source (disturbance component) in the
output DC voltage of the offshore substation converter is
activated and injects harmonic voltage component into the
MVDC grid with 0.5% (�0.005 p.u) of voltage magnitude
(|VMVDC,h,n| � 500V) and the frequency of injected har-
monic voltage raises until 300Hz, by steps of 20Hz. .e
output voltage and output current traces of each wind
turbine model in each frequency step are extracted for FFT
analysis after the steady-state condition is reached. .is
approach allows an arbitrary choice of frequency and
magnitude of the disturbance in the offshore substation.
.erefore, it does not intend to represent only a specific
range of harmonics in the DC collection network. Even-
tually, models of the DC collection system (or network)
could be established for different frequencies of the injected
disturbances. As an example, for the harmonic model, the
wind turbine converter can be described by a particular RL
or RC series branch for disturbance frequency.
Based on the harmonic model of DC collection network
in Figure 9, Figure 11 gives a flow chart of frequency scan
approach for the DC collection system in the harmonic
susceptibility study. .e process includes the identification
of the harmonic model of the DC wind turbine for certain
frequency of the injected disturbance (harmonic) and the
establishment of the harmonic model of DC collection
network. .e DC collection network in Figure 9 is set as an
example to explain the sequence of frequency scan illustrated
in Figure 11. Step 1: the harmonic voltage source in the
offshore substation (􏽥VMVDC) is connected to the network
and injects a 20Hz harmonic disturbance into the MVDC
network with a specific voltage magnitude |VMVDC|. .e
harmonic model of the DC wind turbine generator (WTG)
under 20Hz perturbation (harmonic frequency) in MVDC
network is identified by connecting to theMVDC network at
t � t1. Step 2: the voltage and current within network are
extracted for FFT analysis after the voltage and current have
reached the steady-state condition. Step 3: at t � t2, the
frequency for which the harmonic model of the DC wind
turbine is evaluated and is increased by 20Hz, as the fre-
quency of the injected disturbance..e algorithm turns back
to Step 2. Eventually, the frequency sweep continues until
300Hz (at t � tn−1), which depends on the control bandwidth
of the DC wind turbine converter and interesting frequency
range in the harmonic susceptibility study.
6. Verification
Based on the DC collection network in Figure 9 and the
converter control design addressed in (5), Tables 1 and 2 give
the parameters used in the study of the DC collection grid,
where the geometric parameters of cables are shown in
Figure 12 which is implemented in the created equivalent
PI section according to the frequency-dependent (phase)
model in PSCAD. For the turbine harmonic model, all the
turbines are considered operating in the same operating
point, described in Table 2. As far for the switching model,
wind turbine converters are operated with a switching
frequency of 800Hz that guarantees around an output power
of 8.2MW when the output voltage of the converter is
100 kV. .e LVDC source (input voltage) of each converter
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Figure 12: MVDC submarine array cables spacing and dimensions (XLPE, pairs of single core conductor cross section 100mm2 (a) and
300mm2 (b)) [41].
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is 4.04 kV, while the voltage drops across cables are re-
sponsible for different voltages at the output terminal of the
wind turbines. .e controller of each turbine regulates the
switching frequency in order to control the output power to
follow its reference. In particular, the frequencies are higher
as wind turbines move further away from the offshore
substation, to compensate the lower voltage difference on
the two sides of the converter. According to the frequency
scan approach illustrated in Figure 11, additionally, a per-
turbation with a specific sequence of frequency in the range
of 20 to 300Hz is applied to the corresponding harmonic
model of turbine converter and the results are given in
Figure 13 for a single wind turbine.
Figure 13 gives a verification of the turbine harmonic
model (equivalent admittance) by comparing the harmonic
spectrum of output current with the results generated by the
corresponding switching model of the turbine converter in
PLECS™. .e current spectrum shows that the derived
harmonic model and converter switching model are very
close up to 300Hz. .e magnitude of output current
spectrum is reduced as the frequency of the harmonic
component is far from the natural frequency of the output
LC filter, where the mismatch between the harmonic model
and its switching model in PLECS™ becomes higher. Fur-
thermore, the turbine output current trace shows that the
harmonic component of output current is amplified, while
the frequency of MVDC harmonic voltage (VMVDC,h,n)
approaches to the natural frequency of output LC filter of the
turbine converter.
.e results of network (array network) simulation in
Figure 14 between both models (harmonic model and the
corresponding switching model) show a good agreement.
However, somemismatch coming from the harmonic model
developed can be seen in all turbines in cluster. Furthermore,
as observed along the cluster, last wind turbines (shown in
Figures 14(f) and 14(g)) have second- and third-order
current harmonics due to nonlinear behavior considered
by the turbine converter switchingmodel..is is because the
proposed harmonic model cannot predict these higher order
harmonics since the modelling approach for the turbine
converter in MVDC network are linear. Figure 15 gives a
comparison of the harmonic spectrum of output current for
wind turbines at different locations to study the error of the
harmonic model. While in the closest WTG to the offshore
substation, a sinusoidal wave is observed (WTG11); in
the last ones, sinusoidal waves have a considerable amount
of harmonic components at multiples of the injected dis-
turbance frequency (WTG17). Furthermore, the amplitudes
of the fundamental current harmonics decrease along the
cluster, approaching the farthest wind turbine from the
offshore substation..is phenomenon is related to the rising
amplitude of higher order harmonics as depicted in Fig-
ure 15. Additionally, it is worth mentioning that, in the
switching model, there are current harmonics around
1600Hz, twice of the switching frequency of converter, as
the filter at the output of each converter cannot cancel
completely these current harmonics.
.e harmonic current spectrum at natural frequency
of the output LC filter (≈100Hz) was not shown in the grid
simulation in Figure 14 because it was in the equivalent
turbine model (admittance equivalent), since it was “ideal”
current source (linear model), the parameters were
really high and were not matching the switching model
at al. Probably the filter damping is too small which results
in very high current (approx. 500 A) at resonance of the
output LC filter for a single turbine in grid simulation
(equivalent model). However, the results of grid simula-
tion still shows that the admittance equivalent follows
results from the switching model for a single turbine in
all frequencies; at natural frequency of the turbine output
LC filter, the admittance equivalent is clearly not well
represented.
In the verification of modelling of the array cable with
equivalent PI-cable section based on the method proposed
by Beerten et al. [31], the values of resistance and inductance
of each branch are calculated in order to fit the behavior of
the longitudinal admittance in the frequency domain cal-
culated by PSCAD’s cable model (frequency-dependent
(phase) model). Figure 16 shows a good matching of the
fitted values of the admittance by the eight parallel branches
(N � 8) and the values calculated by software (PSCAD’s
cable). .e error on the magnitude of the admittance be-
tween two models is less than 1.0%, within the range of
0.001Hz–10000Hz. .e error in phase is always less than
1.7°, in the range of interesting frequency.
Since the calculation of the admittance date from the
frequency-dependent (phase) model in PSCAD is not
straightforward and is extremely complicate, there are some
articles which are useful to conduct the calculation of ad-
mittance date from the geometry date of the cable model
[28, 30, 45].
7. Laboratory Test
A laboratory test is performed to prove the validity of the
proposed harmonic model of the turbine converter. A
schematic of the setup of the DC wind turbine converter for
SRC# is depicted in Figure 17. .e down-scale prototype
circuit with 216VDC (VLVDC) to 400VDC (VMVDC) DC wind
turbine converter is built to verify the harmonic distribution
of the turbine converter. .e wind turbine converters,
whatever AC or DC turbines, are the boost structures in
order to increase the efficiency of power transmission.
.erefore, the down-scale prototype circuit is designed to
match with this character (boost the low-voltage DC,VLVDC,
from the generator) to match with the DC grid voltage
(medium-voltage DC, VMVDC) from the offshore substation.
Although only a single turbine converter is implemented in
the test bench, the harmonic signatures of the wind turbine
converter (in the test bench) in the interesting frequency
range have been confirmed which match with the simulation
model as in the following results.
A programmable AC source is used to emulate the
harmonic voltage source (VMVDC,h) with sinusoidal waves at
different frequencies on the output terminal of the converter.
A module of resistors Rload and a diode DAux are placed on
the output side of the converter to simulate the character of
unidirectional power flow of MVDC network. Table 3
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Figure 14: Continued.
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Figure 14: Output current spectrum of individual turbines in the operating point described in Tables 1 and 2, being WTG11 the closest
to the offshore substation and WTG17 the furthest. Harmonic current amplitude and phase angle are represented for a switching model
of the DC wind turbine converter (|Iturb,sw,WTGxx|∠θturb,sw,WTGxx) and for the admittance equivalent model (harmonic model)
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Figure 15: A comparison of output current magnitudes for the switching model in PLECS™ for the WTG11 (first WTG) (a) and WTG17
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describes the power rating and circuit parameters of the
laboratory test bench of SRC# where the average of output
voltage is around 400VDC (VMVDC � Vturb, DC component
of output voltage of the turbine) and the output current (DC
component of output current of the turbine) is around
1.4ADC.
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Figure 16: Results of the optimum vector fitting for the longitudinal admittance of the submarine array cable with the parallel of eight RL
series branches..e longitudinal admittance values found in PSCAD are highlighted in red star (points), while the admittance of the parallel
of the eight series RL branches is depicted in blue curve (line). (a) Magnitude of calculated admittance. (b) Phase angle of calculated
admittance.
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A harmonic model and switching model in PLECS™ are
also developed with the parameters of the laboratory setup
for the comparison. .e operating switching of SRC# is set
to 800Hz with 50% duty cycle and an output power of
550W. Input voltage (VLVDC) is set to 216 V, which is 11 V
slightly higher than the input voltage (205 V) in the
switching model developed in PLECS™ to take into account
voltage drops in the practical setup. .e DC component of
converter’s output voltage (VMVDC,0) is set to 400V. A
harmonic voltage source (VMVDC,h) of 3.5VRMS, with fre-
quency varying in the range of 20 to 300Hz, is used for
harmonic susceptibility tests. Harmonics current in the
output are recorded and the results from the laboratory
experiment, PLECS™ simulations, and the admittance
equivalent developed for the laboratory setup are com-
pared in Figure 18. .e results show that there is a good
agreement with the proposed DC turbine harmonic
model. However, there is a mismatch in the amplitudes
(Figure 18(a)) when the injected frequencies approach the
natural frequency of the output LC filter. As given in
Section 4, the admittance of the DC turbine harmonic model
is heavily influenced by the output LC filter. .e behavior of
the converter changes from inductive to capacitive at the
natural frequency of the filter as in Figure 18(b).
It should be noted that there is no standard for selecting
the medium-voltage DC (MVDC) grid. .e MVDC of
400VDC is chosen as output voltage of the down-scale
prototype circuit of SRC# from the available test equip-
ment in the laboratory for simulating the MVDC gird
(controllable DC power source). In practical applications,
the selection of MVDC is based on the electromagnetic
transient (EMT) simulation of the grid and existing off-
shore wind farm technologies such as power converters,
protection devices, available offshore platform, and array
cables [1].
8. Conclusion
A model-based methodology in conducting the harmonic
susceptibility study is revealed based on the discrete time-
domain modelling technique and the frequency scan ap-
proach in the frequency domain. .e developed harmonic
model in the paper can be used to perform a harmonic
susceptibility study of power collection network in an early
stage of a wind farm project because of its simplicity and
low computational cost compared to a switching model. In
the later stage, the proposed method is recommended to
consider the switching model of the converters in order to
be closer to reality. .e process of harmonic susceptibility
study contains identification of the harmonic model of the
turbine converter and the establishment of array network
in the frequency domain. .e validation of the harmonic
model of the turbine converter is given in Sections 6 and 7
via computer simulation implemented in PLECS™ and the
laboratory tests, respectively. Additionally, the distribution
of current harmonics within DC collection network is
investigated including the identification of possible reso-
nance frequency within array network. Moreover, ana-
lytical data from simulation and the laboratory tests give
indications to set a proper design and natural frequency for
the output LC filter of the DC turbine converter and a
matched switching frequency for the converter placed in
the offshore substation.
Appendix
According to the flow chart of mathematical derivation in
Figure 6 in Section 3, firstly, the circuit topology of the
turbine converter and mode of operations are decided as
shown in Figures 3 and 19, and then the equivalent circuit
based on the switching sequence of transistors is created as
shown in Figure 20. In Figure 20, the large-signal model of
the converter is generated (Step 4) and then the interesting
state variables (Step 5) are defined to create the small-signal
equations. Steps 6 and 7 establish the space model of the
plant. Finally, the converter plant mode is established based
on the discrete time-domain modelling approach proposed in
(Step 8) [42, 46]. Step 9 gives a set of interesting transfer
function of the output LC filter. Eventually, Steps 10 to 12
focus on the control design for SRC#.
A. Derivation of the Plant Model
Steps 1–3. Decide the circuit topology of DC turbine
converter, resonant tank waveform, and equivalent circuit.
Steps 1–3 describe how to obtain the large-signal model
and the corresponding equivalent circuit in subresonant
CCM in Figure 20 from the circuit topology of SRC#, which
is operated in subresonant CCM as in Figures 3 and 20,
respectively. .e waveform in Figure 19 is divided by dif-
ferent time zones (different switching sequences) based on
the discrete time-domain modelling approach..e figures are
eventually used to generate the large-signal model of SRC#.
SRC# (Figure 3)
Turns ratio of transformer N = 2
Lr = 20mH, Cr = 1µF
Lf = 2.5mH, Cf = 1.0mF
+
–
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iturb
VMVDC,0
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= 400VDC
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Rload =
125Ω
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Vturb
Figure 17: Schematic of the laboratory setup for experiment.
Table 3: Specifications of the laboratory test bench.
Low-voltage DC source, VLVDC 216 (VDC)
DC component of medium-voltage source, VMVDC,0 400 (VDC)
Transformer winding voltage ratio, N1 :N2 1 : 2
Output power, Pout 550 (W)
Resonant inductor, Lr 20.0 (mH)
Resonant capacitor, Cr 1.0 (μF)
Output filter inductor, Lf 2.5 (mH)
Output filter capacitor, Cf 1.0 (mF)
Resistive load, Rload 125 (Ω)
Duty cycle 50%
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Step 4. Large-signal model.
In the large-signal model, the final value of interesting
state variables in each switching interval is represented by the
initial values of states. According to discrete time-domain
modelling approach, the procedure is only valid when the
variations in MVDC grid voltage vo(t) (output terminal
voltage) and LVDC voltage vg(t) (input terminal voltage) in
the event (switching) are relatively small than their initial and
final values [42]. According to Figures 19 and 20, Equations
(A.1), (A.3), (A.4), (A.6)–(A.10), (A.12), and (A.13) show the
details of derivation of the large-signal model of resonant
inductor current ir(t), capacitor voltage vCr(t), and their end
values at kth event in terms of initial values of kth event.
For t0(k) ≤ t ≤ t1(k) (T1, T4 ON),
vg � Lr
dir
dt
+ vCr + vo,
ir � Cr
dvCr
dt
,
(A.1)
where
vg � Vg,0(k),
vo � Vo,0(k).
(A.2)
.e resonant inductor current ir(t) and resonant ca-
pacitor voltage vCr(t) can be obtained by (A.1):
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Figure 18: Harmonic spectrum of output currents for the scaled-down experiment, with 5.0V perturbation in amplitude in the range of 20
to 300Hz: laboratory test result, result generated by the switching model in PLECS™ simulation and result generated by the proposed
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Figure 19: Resonant inductor current and resonant capacitor voltage waveforms of SRC# in subresonant CCM.
+
–
–
+
–
+
ir′(t)
v′g(t) vg(t) = Vg,0(k) = V′LVDC
= N2/N1 × VLVDC
vo(t) = Vo,0(k) = VMVDC
+ vTank(t)–
ir(t) Lr Cr
N1:N2
(a)
+
–
–
+
–
+
ir′(t)
v′g(t) vg(t) = Vg,1(k) = 0
vo(t) = Vo,1(k) = –VMVDC
+ vTank(t)–
ir(t) Lr Cr
N1:N2
(b)
+
–
–
+
–
+
i′r(t)
v′g(t) vg(t) = Vg,0(k+1)
= –V′LVDC
vo(t) = Vo,0(k+1) = –VMVDC
+ vTank(t)–
ir(t) Lr Cr
N1:N2
(c)
+
–
–
+
–
+
ir′(t)
v′g(t) vg(t) = Vg,1(k+1) = 0
vo(t) = Vo,1(k+1) = –VMVDC
+ vTank(t)–
ir(t) Lr Cr
N1:N2
(d)
Figure 20: Equivalent circuit of SRC# for large-signal analysis of conduction intervals in subresonant CCM. (a) t0(k) ≤ t ≤ t1(k) (T1, T4 ON).
(b) t1(k) ≤ t ≤ t2(k) (D1, T3 ON). (c) t0(k+1) ≤ t ≤ t1(k+1) (T2, T3 ON). (d) t1(k+1) ≤ t ≤ t2(k+1) (D2, T4 ON).
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ir �
1
Zr
Vg,0(k) −Vo,0(k) −VCr,0(k)􏼐 􏼑sin ωrt( 􏼁
+ Ir,0(k) cos ωrt( 􏼁,
(A.3)
vCr � Vg,0(k) − Vg,0(k) −Vo,0(k) −VCr,0(k)􏼐 􏼑cos ωrt( 􏼁
+ Ir,0(k)Zr sin ωrt( 􏼁−Vo,0(k),
(A.4)
where
Zr �
��
Lr
Cr
􏽳
,
ωr �
1
����
LrCr
􏽰 .
(A.5)
At time t � t1(k), the tank current ir reaches the point of
zero crossing, commutating the IGBT switches T1 and T4
turnoff and turning on body-diode D1, and IGBT switch T3.
.erefore, the resonant inductor current ir(t) can be
expressed by
Ir,1(k) � ir t1(k)􏼐 􏼑 �
1
Zr
Vg,0(k) −Vo,0(k) −VCr,0(k)􏼐 􏼑sin ωrt1(k)􏼐 􏼑
+ Ir,0(k) cos ωrt1(k)􏼐 􏼑 � 0,
(A.6)
where
ωrt1(k) �
ωr
ωs
βK � ωrs · βK for t0(k) � 0,
tan ωrsβK( 􏼁 �
−Ir,0(k)Zr
Vg,0(k) −Vo,0(k) −VCr,0(k)􏼐 􏼑
,
(A.7)
0< ωrsβK( 􏼁≤ π, t1(k) � βK/ωs,
VCr,1(k) � vCr t1(k)􏼐 􏼑 � Vg,0(k) − Vg,0(k) −Vo,0(k) −VCr,0(k)􏼐 􏼑
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 + Ir,0(k)Zr · sin ωrsβK( 􏼁−Vo,0(k).
(A.8)
For t1(k) ≤ t ≤ t2(k) (D1, T3 ON),
ir t′( 􏼁 �
−1
Zr
Vo,1(k) + VCr,1(k)􏼐 􏼑sin ωrt′( 􏼁, (A.9)
where
t′ � t− t1(k),
vCr t′( 􏼁 � Vo,1(k) + VCr,1(k)􏼐 􏼑cos ωrt′( 􏼁−Vo,1(k),
(A.10)
where
Ir,1(k) � 0,
Vg,1(k) � 0,
Vo,1(k) � −VMVDC � −Vo,0(k).
(A.11)
Eventually, the end values of inductor current ir(t)
and capacitor voltage vCr(t) (at time t � t2(k)) can be
written as
Ir,2(k) � −sin ωrsβK( 􏼁 · sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 · Ir,0(k)
+ −
1
Zr
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼢 􏼣 · VCr,0(k)
+
2
Zr
· sin ωrsαK( 􏼁 +
−1
Zr
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼢 􏼣
· Vo,0(k) + 􏼢
−1
Zr
· sin ωrsαK( 􏼁 +
1
Zr
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁
· sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼣 · Vg,0(k),
(A.12)
VCr,2(k) � Zr · sin ωrsβK( 􏼁 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 · Ir,0(k)
+ cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 · VCr,0(k) + 􏼔−2
· cos ωrsαK( 􏼁 + cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁 + 1􏼕
· Vo,0(k) + 􏼢cos ωrsαK( 􏼁− cos ωrsβK( 􏼁
· cos ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼣 · Vg,0(k),
(A.13)
where
ωs · t2(k) − t1(k)􏼐 􏼑 � αK. (A.14)
.e same process of derivation as given in (A.1), (A.3),
(A.4), (A.6)–(A.10), (A.12), and (A.13) can be applied for
obtaining the large-signal expression of resonant inductor
current ir(t) and resonant capacitor voltage vCr(t) in (k +
1)th event (t0(k+1) ≤ t ≤ t1(k+1) and t1(k+1) ≤ t ≤ t2(k+1)).
A.1. Steady-State Solution of Large-Signal Model. .e fol-
lowing equation expresses the conditions for obtaining
steady-state solution (at certain operating points of CCM) of
the discrete state equation of the large-signal model:
Ir,2(k) � −Ir,0(k),
VCr,2(k) � −VCr,0(k).
(A.15)
By substituting (A.15) into (A.12) and (A.13), the steady-
state solution of Ir,0(k) and VCr,0(k) can be written in term of
Vo,0(k), Vg,0(k), βk, and αk:
Ir � Ir,0(k) � f Vo,0(k), Vg,0(k), βK, αk􏼐 􏼑,
VCr � VCr,0(k) � f Vo,0(k), Vg,0(k), βK, αk􏼐 􏼑,
(A.16)
where the overbar used in equations is to indicate the steady-
state value of the interesting state variables. For simplifying the
derivation of the plant model, the output LC filter of SRC#
(i.e., Lf and Cf ) is neglected due to a very slow dynamics in
voltage and current comparing with the dynamics in the
resonant inductor current ir(t) and resonant capacitor voltage
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vCr(t)..erefore, only theDC component of the output current
diode rectifier iout,Rec is considered as an output variable which
is expressed by io. Eventually, the output current equation
delivered by the SRC# during the Kth event is express as
io �
1
ck
􏽚
βk
0
iout,Rec θs( 􏼁dθs +
1
ck
􏽚
ck
βk
iout,Rec θs( 􏼁dθs
�
1
ck
·
1
ωrs
sin ωrsβk( 􏼁 +
1
ωrs
sin ωrsβK( 􏼁 · 1− cos ωrsαk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃􏼨 􏼩
· Ir,0(k) +
1
ck
· 􏼨−
1
ωrs
1
Zr
1− cos ωrsβk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 +
1
ωrs
1
Zr
cos
· ωrsβK( 􏼁 · 1− cos ωrsαk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃􏼩 · VCr,0(k) +
1
ck
· 􏼨−
1
ωrs
1
Zr
1− cos ωrsβk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 +
1
ωrs
1
Zr
cos ωrsβK( 􏼁− 2( 􏼁
· 1− cos ωrsαk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃􏼩 · Vo,0(k) +
1
ck
· 􏼨
1
ωrs
1
Zr
1− cos ωrsβk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 +
1
ωrs
1
Zr
1− cos ωrsβK( 􏼁( 􏼁
· 1− cos ωrsαk( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃􏼩 · Vg,0(k),
(A.17)
where
θs � ωst,
αk � ck − βk.
(A.18)
It should be noted that the initial value of inductor current
is represented by Ir,0(k), VCr,0(k) is the initial value of capacitor
voltage, the initial value of rectifier output voltage is written as
Vo,0(k), and Vg,0(k) is then the initial value of input voltage of
SRC#. Characteristic impedance Zr is defined by the pa-
rameter of resonant tanks (�
����
LrCr
􏽰
), αk is the transistor and
diode conduction angle during the switching interval event k,
and the switching frequency of the converter is represented by
θs (�ωs·t). Finally, the steady-state solution of the discrete-
state equation for the output variable io can be obtained by
substituting the steady-state condition into (A.17) as
Io � io
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌 βk�β,αk�α,ck�c,Ir,0(k)�Ir,VCr,0(k)�Vcr,Vo,0(k)�Vo ,Vg,0(k)�Vg( 􏼁
.
(A.19)
Step 5. Define state variable.
Control design technique based on the linear control
theory cannot directly be applied for, mainly because of the
high nonlinearity in the discrete large-signal state equations
in (A.12), (A.13), and (A.17). .erefore, the linearization of
the above large-signal equations is necessary. Equation
(A.20) shows the definitions of interesting state variables in
both kth switching event (t0(k) ≤ t ≤ t2(k)) and (k + 1)th
switching event (t2(k) ≤ t ≤ t2(k+1)) which is used in the
linearization process. Eventually, the following equations of
approximation of derivative are applied for converting the
discrete large-signal model into the continuous time:
x1(k) � Ir,0(k),
x2(k) � VCr,0(k),
Ir,2(k) � −x1(k+1),
VCr,2(k) � −x2(k+1),
(A.20)
_xi tk( 􏼁 �
xi,(k+1) − xi,(k)
t0(k+1) − t0(k)
�
ωs
ck
xi,(k+1) − xi,(k)􏼐 􏼑, (A.21)
where
ck � ωs t2(k) − t0(k)􏼐 􏼑 � ωs t0(k+1) − t0(k)􏼐 􏼑. (A.22)
Instead of using the state variables in (A.12) and (A.13), the
state variables in (A.12) and (A.13) are replaced by the defined
state given in (A.20). With the approximation of derivation in
(A.21), the nonlinear state-space model is given by
_x1(k) �
ωs
ck
· sin ωrsβK( 􏼁 · sin ωrsαK( 􏼁− 1􏼂 􏼃 · x1(k)
+
ωs
ck
·
1
Zr
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼢 􏼣 · x2(k) +
ωs
ck
·
−2
Zr
· sin ωrsαK( 􏼁 +
1
Zr
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼢 􏼣
· Vo,0(k) +
ωs
ck
· 􏼢
1
Zr
· sin ωrsαK( 􏼁 +
−1
Zr
· cos ωrsβK( 􏼁
· sin ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼣 · Vg,0(k),
� f1 x1(k), x2(k), Vo,0(k), Vg,0(k), αk􏽮 􏽯
� f1 x1, x2, vo, vg, α􏽮 􏽯
�
ωs
ck
· f
∗
1 x1, x2, vo, vg, α􏽮 􏽯,
_x2(k) �
ωs
ck
· −Zr · sin ωrsβK( 􏼁 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼂 􏼃 · x1(k)
+
ωs
ck
· −cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁− 1􏼂 􏼃 · x2(k) +
ωs
ck
· 2 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁− cos ωrsβK( 􏼁 · cos ωrsαK( 􏼁− 1􏼂 􏼃
· Vo,0(k) +
ωs
ck
· 􏼢−cos ωrsαK( 􏼁 + cos ωrsβK( 􏼁
· cos ωrsαK( 􏼁􏼣 · Vg,0(k),
� f2 x1(k), x2(k), Vo,0(k), Vg,0(k), αk􏽮 􏽯
� f2 x1, x2, vo, vg, α􏽮 􏽯
�
ωs
ck
· f
∗
2 x1, x2, vo, vg, α􏽮 􏽯,
(A.23)
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where the output equation is
io � fout x1(k), x2(k), Vo,0(k), Vg,0(k), αk􏽮 􏽯,
� fout x1, x2, vo, vg, α􏽮 􏽯
�
1
ck
· f
∗
out x1, x2, vo, vg, α􏽮 􏽯.
(A.24)
Step 6. Linearization and small-signal model.
Inject a small perturbation in all the interesting state
variables in Step 5 during the steady state (near the certain
operating point, OP). .e nonlinear state equations can be
rewritten with Taylor series expansion in terms of the op-
erating point (OP) and the perturbations:
(i) Taylor series expansion of resonant inductor
current:
x1 + 􏽥x1􏼂 􏼃
·
� f1􏼈x1 + 􏽥x1, x2 + 􏽥x2, Vo +
􏽥Vo, Vg
+ 􏽥Vg, α + 􏽥α􏼉,
�
ωs
ck
· f
∗
1 􏼈x1 + 􏽥x1, x2 + 􏽥x2, Vo +
􏽥Vo, Vg
+ 􏽥Vg, α + 􏽥α􏼉,
(A.25)
where
x1 � x1 + 􏽥x1,
x2 � x2 + 􏽥x2,
vg � Vg +
􏽥Vg,
vo � Vo +
􏽥Vo,
α � α + 􏽥α,
(A.26)
then
x1 + 􏽥x1􏼂 􏼃
·
� f1 x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯 +
zf1
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x1
+
zf1
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x2 +
zf1
zvg
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vg +
zf1
zvo
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vo
+
zf1
zα
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥α +
1
2!
z2f
zx21
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x
2
1 + · · · ,
(A.27)
where the subscript OP in equations indicate that
the equation is evaluated at that steady-state point:
OP � Ir, VCr, Vo, Vg, α,
f1 x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯 �
_Ir � 0.
(A.28)
(ii) Taylor series expansion of resonant capacitor
voltage:
x2 + 􏽥x2􏼂 􏼃
·
� f2􏼈x1 + 􏽥x1, x2 + 􏽥x2, Vo + 􏽥Vo, Vg
+ 􏽥Vg, α + 􏽥α􏼉,
�
ωs
ck
· f
∗
2 􏼈x1 + 􏽥x1, x2 + 􏽥x2, Vo +
􏽥Vo, Vg
+ 􏽥Vg, α + 􏽥α􏼉,
(A.29)
where
x1 � x1 + 􏽥x1,
x2 � x2 + 􏽥x2,
vg � Vg +
􏽥Vg,
vo � Vo +
􏽥Vs,
α � α + 􏽥α,
(A.30)
then
x2 + 􏽥x2􏼂 􏼃
·
� f2 x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯 +
zf2
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x1
+
zf2
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x2 +
zf2
zvg
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vg +
zf2
zvo
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vo
+
zf2
zα
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥α +
1
2!
z2f2
zx21
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x
2
1 + · · · ,
(A.31)
where
f2 x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯 �
_VCr � 0. (A.32)
(iii) Taylor series expansion of the output current
equation:
Io +
􏽥Io � fout x1 + 􏽥x1, x2 + 􏽥x2, Vo +
􏽥Vo, Vg +
􏽥Vg, α + 􏽥α􏽮 􏽯,
�
1
(c + 􏽥c)
· f
∗
out􏼚x1 + 􏽥x1, x2 + 􏽥x2, Vo +
􏽥Vo, Vg
+ 􏽥Vg, α + 􏽥α􏼛,
(A.33)
where
x1 � x1 + 􏽥x1,
x2 � x2 + 􏽥x2,
vg � Vg +
􏽥Vg,
vo � Vo +
􏽥Vo,
α � α + 􏽥α,
􏽥c � 􏽥α + 􏽥β,
(A.34)
then
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Io +
􏽥Io � fout x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯 +
zfout
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x1
+
zfout
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x2 +
zfout
zvg
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vg +
zfout
zvo
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vo
+
zfout
zα
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥α +
1
2!
z2fout
zx21
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x
2
1 + · · · ,
�
1
c
· 1−
􏽥c
c
􏼠 􏼡 +
􏽥c
c
􏼠 􏼡
2
− · · · + · · ·
⎧⎨
⎩
⎫⎬
⎭
· 􏼨f
∗
out x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯 +
zf∗out
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x1
zf∗out
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
· 􏽥x2 +
zf∗out
zvg
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vg +
zfout
zvo
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥Vo +
zf∗out
zα
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥α
+
1
2!
z2f∗out
zx21
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏽥x
2
1 + · · · 􏼩,
(A.35)
where
Io � fout x1, x2, Vo, Vg, α􏽮 􏽯,
􏽥Io �
1
c
· 􏼨
zf∗out
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io ·
zβ
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏼢 􏼣 · 􏽥x1
+
zf∗out
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io ·
zβ
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏼢 􏼣 · 􏽥x2
+
zf∗out
zvg
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io ·
zβ
zvg
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏼢 􏼣 · 􏽥Vg
+
zf∗out
zvo
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io ·
zβ
zvo
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
􏼢 􏼣 · 􏽥Vo
+
zf∗out
zα
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io􏼢 􏼣 · 􏽥α􏼩.
(A.36)
.e linearized equations can be obtained by neglecting
the higher order terms of perturbation signals and retaining
only the linear terms in the Taylor series expansion for
(A.27), (A.31), and (A.35).
Step 7. State-space model.
A set of the linearized state-space model (in (A.37))
of SRC# in the subresonant mode can be generated from
(A.27), (A.31), and (A.35). Additionally, the expression
of transfer functions between the input state variables and the
interesting state variables are given in (A.44) and (A.46):
_􏽥x1
_􏽥x2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ �
zf1
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
zf1
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
zf2
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
zf2
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
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zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io ·
zβ
zx1
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
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zf∗out
zx2
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
− Io ·
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·
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(A.37)
For derivative of equations f1 and f2,
zfi
zxj
�
z
zxj
ωs
c
􏼠 􏼡 · f
∗
i
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
+
ωs
c
zf∗i
zxj
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
, (A.38)
where
c � α + β for i � 1, 2, j � 1, 2. (A.39)
With the steady-state operating conditions,
ωs
c
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
≠ 0,
f
∗
i
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP � 0.
(A.40)
.erefore,
zfi
zxj
�
ωs
c
zf∗i
zxj
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
. (A.41)
.e same derivation process, which are used to
the derivatives of f1 and f2 with respect to input states
x1 and x2 can be used to calculate the derivative of f
∗
out
in the output equation and the derivatives of f1 and f2
with respect to input states α, vg, and vo. Additionally,
the angle β and its steady-state solution can be calculated
by the derivation of the large-signal model in (A.7) as
tan ωrsβ( 􏼁 �
−x1Zr
vg − vo −x2􏼐 􏼑
� tan ωrsβ− π( 􏼁,
β|OP �
π
ωrs
+
1
ωrs
· tan−1
−IrZr
Vg −Vo −VCr􏼐 􏼑
⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦.
(A.42)
.e derivative of β with respect to input states x1, x2, vg,
and vo at the given operating points is expressed by the
following equation:
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􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌OP
�
1
ωrs
·
x1Zr
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(A.43)
where ωrs (�ωr/ωs) is defined by the ratio between the
natural frequency of the resonant tank (ωr) and the
switching frequency of SRC# (ωs).
Step 8. Transfer functions.
According to (A.37), the transfer functions between the
converter output current (output rectifier current) and input
state variables can be obtained:
􏽥Io(s) � g1(s) g2(s) g3(s)􏼂 􏼃
􏽥α
􏽥Vg
􏽥Vo
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (A.44)
where
g1(s) �
􏽥Io(s)
􏽥α(s)
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏽥Vg(s)�0,􏽥Vo(s)�0
,
g2(s) �
􏽥Io(s)
􏽥Vg(s)
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏽥α(s)�0,􏽥Vo(s)�0
,
g3(s) �
􏽥Io(s)
􏽥Vo(s)
􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏼌􏽥α(s)�0,􏽥Vg(s)�0
,
􏽥fs � 􏽥α(s) ·
fr
−π
,
(A.45)
and transfer functions between defined internal state vari-
ables and input state are
􏽥X �
􏽥Ir
􏽥vCr
⎡⎣ ⎤⎦ �
􏽥x1
􏽥x2
􏼢 􏼣 �
gxu,11 gxu,12 gxu,13
gxu,21 gxu,22 gxu,23
􏼢 􏼣
􏽥α
􏽥Vg
􏽥Vo
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
(A.46)
where
gxu,11 �
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.e details of derivation of the linearized plant model
and the expression of elements in matrixes [A], [B], [C], and
[D] are shown in (A.37), where the expressions of transfer
functions, g1(s), g2(s), and g3(s), in (A.44) can be ob-
tained by (3).
B. Derivation of Output LC Filter
Step 9. Derivation of transfer function of output LC filter.
.e output current of SRC# delivered from the output
diode rectifier to the MVDC grid has a high-harmonic
content at twice the switching frequency and its multi-
ples, and at the moment, only the mean value of the output
current in one event is considered as the real output current.
An output LC filter has to be placed on the output terminal
of the converter in order to decrease as much as possible the
current harmonics and mitigate the inrush current during
fault. .e following equations give the transfer functions of
the output LC filter used to derive the harmonic model of the
DC turbine converter:
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gf1 �
􏽥Iturb
􏽥Io,Rec
�
RC/ RC + RL( 􏼁
1 + s · Lf + RCRLCf( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁 + s2 · LfCfRC( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁
,
gf2 �
􏽥Vo,Rec
􏽥Io,Rec
�
RCRC + RL 1 + s Lf /RL( 􏼁( 􏼁
1 + s · Lf + RCRLCf( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁 + s2 · LfCfRC( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁
,
gf3 �
􏽥Iturb
􏽥Vturb
�
RC/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁 · 1 + sRCCf( 􏼁
1 + s · Lf + RCRLCf( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁 + s2 · LfCfRC( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁
,
gf4 �
􏽥Vo,Rec
􏽥Vg
�
RC/ RC + RL( 􏼁
1 + s · Lf + RCRLCf( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁 + s2 · LfCfRC( 􏼁/ RC + RL( 􏼁( 􏼁
,
(B.1)
where RC and RL are the parasitic resistances of filters,
and filter capacitance and filter inductance are represented
byCf and Lf , respectively. 􏽥Vturb (�􏽥VMVDC) is theMVDC-side
voltage, 􏽥Vo,Rec is the output diode rectifier voltage of SRC#,
and 􏽥Vg (�􏽥VLVDC) is the LVDC-side voltage of SRC#. .e
dynamic model of the output LC filter in the control block
is given by Figure 7.
C. Control Design of SRC#
Steps 10 and 12. Control design of DC wind turbine
converter.
Main specifications for the design of the controller are
addressed in articles [47, 48]. Since this is the first paper to
address the closed-loop control of the DC wind turbine and
then conductor to the susceptibility study of offshore DC
wind farm, the paper did not provide specific numbers
(/range) for control design of the DC wind turbine in the
offshore wind farm..e following descriptions mainly focus
on the identification of the coefficient of transfer function
gc(s) of the SRC# turbine converter, and thus it can give the
readers a full freedom of control design related to the DC
turbine in the offshore wind farms to meet the performance
requirements such as stability, zero steady-state error, set-
tling time, overshoot and ringing, and disturbances rejection
capability.
According to the structure of the control block in Fig-
ure 7, the control deign of SRC# gc(s) is influenced by the
plant model and output LC filter H(s) where the open-loop
transfer function T(s) is defined as
T(s) � gC · H(s), (C.1)
where the current delivered to theMVDC grid is related with
the switching frequency of the converter by the transfer
function H(s) is represented by
H(s) �
􏽥iturb
􏽥fs
�
g1 · gf1
1−gf2 · g3
. (C.2)
.e design of control loop gc(s) starts by evaluating the
frequency response of H(s). At the resonant frequency
(≈100Hz) of the output LC filter, a peak on the magnitude
occurs. .e parasitic resistances of the capacitor Cf and
inductor Lf can provide a limited damper to attenuate the
resonant peak.
Following the specifications mentioned at the beginning
of this subsection, the design of the controller starts by
adding an integrator to minimize steady-state error with a
step input. .us, the output current will reach the reference
value with a minimized tracking error after the transient.
Second, a pole around the resonant frequency of the
output LC filter is added to lower the resonant magnitude
peak influence of the filter.
.ird, a gain K is necessary to set a proper crossover
frequency fc which is always lower than the resonant fre-
quency of the output LC filter; otherwise, the resonant peak
will be present in the feedback loop and the phase margin of
the open-loop transfer function H(s) will be less than 0°,
leading to the instability of the closed-loop system. Finally,
the generic expression of the transfer function of the
designed controller gC can be expressed as
gC �
K
s · 1− s/ωp􏼐 􏼑􏼐 􏼑
, (C.3)
where K is the gain (Hz/A) of the controller and ωp is a pole
(rad/s) close to the resonant frequency of the output LC filter.
In order to improve the transient response of the system and
to reject harmonic disturbances, generally, the angular
crossover frequency ωc (�2π · fc) of H(s) should be as high as
possible. Typically, the selected crossover frequencies fc for all
the operating points, are always less than 10% of the switching
frequency fs (fc < 0.1 fs) in order to minimize the influence
from the switching harmonics [48]. .e crossover frequency
of the open-loop transfer function H(s), which can be as-
sumed equal to the bandwidth of the system, characterizes the
rapidity of the feedback system. .erefore, the higher the
crossover frequency, the faster the response of the system is.
Nomenclature
Lr: Inductor in the resonant tank
Cr: Capacitor in the resonant tank
ir: Resonant inductor current
vCr: Resonant capacitor voltage
vg: Input voltage of the resonant tank referred to the
secondary side of themedium-frequency transformer
vo: Output voltage of the resonant tank
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VLVDC: Low-voltage DC
VMVDC: Medium-voltage DC
vturb: Output terminal voltage of the DC wind turbine
converter
iturb: Output current of the DC wind turbine converter
(� iLf )
io,Rec: Output current of the diode rectifier of the DC
wind turbine converter
vo,Rec: Output voltage of the diode rectifier of the DCwind
turbine converter (� vCf )
Lf : Inductor in the output filter
Cf : Capacitor in the output filter
fs: Switching frequency of the series resonant
converter defined by � ωs/2π
ωr: Natural resonant frequency of the tank defined by
ωr � 1/
����
LrCr
􏽰
.
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